Abstract. In the paper the problem of designing two-level hierarchical structure of wide area network is considered. The goal is to select gateways location, channel capacities and flow routes in order to minimize total cost of leasing capacities of channels of 2nd level network, subject to delay constraint. An approximate algorithm is proposed. Some results following from computational experiment are reported.
given:
topology of 1st level networks and 2nd level network, sets of potential gateways locations, set of potential 2nd level network channels capacities and costs (i.e. discrete cost-capacity function), traffic requirements, minimize: leasing cost of channel capacities of 2nd level network, over:
gateways locations, 2nd level network channel capacities, multicommodity flow (i.e. routing), subject to: multicommodity flow constraints, channel capacity constraints, delay constraint in hierarchical network.
Discrete cost-capacity function considered here is most important from the practical point of view for the reason that channels capacities can be chosen from the sequence defined by ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union -Telecommunication Standardization Section) recommendations. Such formulated problem is NP-complete as more general than the CFA problem with discrete cost-capacity function which is NP-complete [2, 3] . Some algorithms for hierarchical network design can be found in [4, 5] . However, problem presented in [5] is limited to tree topology of hierarchical network. Algorithm for router location minimizing total cost of the network without constraints on quality indices and without assigning capacities to channels is presented in the paper [4] . Also, in algorithm for interconnecting two WANs presented in [6] assigning capacities to channels connecting the networks is not considered.
The problems considered in the literature presented above, do not take into account that the gateways location problem and capacity assignment problem should be considered simultaneously. Solving this problem is important from practical point of view due to the fact that it results in significant reduction of network exploitation cost. This paper joins problem of locating gateways in hierarchical wide area network with capacity assignment problem to minimize network cost and to satisfy quality demands. Thus, problem considered in the paper is more general and more important from practical point of view than problems, which can be found in the literature. otherwise. Since exactly one capacity from the set C i must be chosen for channel , i the following condition must be satisfied:
Problem Formulation
Let denote by H l set of gateways to place in network otherwise. Each gateway must be placed in exactly one node, thus it is required to satisfy following condition:
The cost 
Then, the considered gateway location, flow and capacity assignment problem in hierarchical wide area network can be formulated as follows:
where ) , ( r r Y X T denotes total average delay per packet in hierarchical network, given by Kleinrock's formula [7] and T max its maximal acceptable value of that delay.
Algorithm
In this chapter we present an approximate algorithm for gateways location and capacity assignment minimizing cost of leasing capacities of channels of 2nd level network, subject to constraint on maximal admissible value of average delay per packet in hierarchical network. Initially set Y 1 is calculated in such a way that total cost of leasing channels of 2nd level network is minimal. All channel capacities are set to maximal available values. If for such constructed network constraint (7) is violated, then one of gateways location is changed. Choice of gateway to change location is performed using exchange operation. After each change of gateway location new value of average delay per packet is compared with one already found. Location with higher value of average delay per packet is abandoned and removed from set of potential gateway locations. Operation is repeated until constraint (7) is satisfied. After that, capacities of selected channels is decreased to obtain network with lower leasing cost satisfying constraint (7) (7) is violated then operation of changing gateway locations is repeated. Algorithm terminates, when, for each gateway, the set of possible locations is empty or there is no channel which capacity can be decreased.
Algorithm finds heuristic solution after no more than
Exchange Operations
The purpose of exchange operation is to find a pair of variables ( )
The second term of the sum estimates change of the leasing cost of channels adjacent to the gateway g of which location changes. The flow f is constructed as follows: the flow from all nodes in network l S 1 sent through gateway located in node a is moved from the routes leading to node a to the routes leading to node b . If the conditions 
Calculation Scheme of the Approximate Algorithm
Step 1. Perform
Step 2. Compute flow f using FD method [9] , next compute ( )
then go to step 3. Otherwise go to step 4. for which with the value of expression (9) is the greatest.
Perform
{ } ( ) { }. and . 1 + = r r Next go to step 2.
Step
Step 5. If
then go to step 6. Otherwise select variable
, with greatest value of expression (8) 
Computational Results
The presented approximate algorithm was implemented in C++ code. Extensive numerical experiments have been performed with this algorithm for many different hierarchical network topologies and for many possible gateways number and locations. The experiments were conducted with two main purposes in mind: first, to examine the impact of various parameters on solutions to find properties of the problem (5-7) important from practical point of view and second: to test the computational efficiency of proposed algorithm.
The dependence of the cost of leasing channel capacities d on maximal acceptable value of average delay per packet in hierarchical network T max has been examined. In the Fig. 2 
Conclusions
The approximate algorithm for solving the gateway location and network topology assignment problem in hierarchical network to minimize total cost of leasing channel capacities is presented. The considered problem is more general than the similar problems presented in the literature. It follows from computational experiments (Fig. 4 ) that more than 50% approximate solutions differ from optimal solutions at most 5%. Moreover, we noticed that the cost of the hierarchical WAN depends on the number of gateways. The presented approximate algorithm may be used whenever an optimal solution is not necessary and for large hierarchical networks. 
